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Applied Systems Releases Applied TAM 2016

Latest release of world’s most-widely used broker management system to enhance digital
automation of business operations

Brighton, UK (PRWEB UK) 21 November 2016 -- Applied Systems today announced the general global
release of Applied TAM 2016. The latest release of Applied TAM delivers new capabilities to increase insurer
connectivity and further automate business operations.

Through an automated and easy-to-navigate interface, Applied TAM offers greater visibility into clients and
day-to-day broker operations to reduce time spent on administrative tasks, decrease errors and omission risk,
and better respond to client needs. Applied TAMCloud is hosted in the Applied Cloud, which is purpose-built
for the insurance industry to provide the highest levels of uptime, data security, business continuity and disaster
recovery. More than 5,000 businesses and over 70,000 users across four countries rely on the Applied Cloud to
run their business and benefit from 99.95% uptime.

Key enhancements in the latest release of Applied TAM 2016 include:
• Expanded Document Management: enables staff to easily and quickly move attachments from one
entity, policy or claim to another. Additionally, staff can attach new files in Applied TAM and associate them
to existing activities, minimizing the number of activities to look through when searching for a file.
• Enhanced Accounting: delivers enhanced accounting capabilities designed to streamline the
reconciliation process and provide more efficient access to accounting balances.
• Bespoke Communications: allows brokers to add customised signature and organization’s logo to all
emails being sent via Applied TAM Integrated E-Mail Messaging.
• Enhanced Data Security: eliminates the need for mapped drives to enhance the overall database security
for Applied TAM users.

"Insurance brokers worldwide are undergoing digital transformation to further automate business operations
and provide elevated customer service,” said Jeff Purdy, senior vice president of International Operations,
Applied Systems. “Applied TAM 2016 further underscores Applied’s commitment to delivering cloud-based
innovation and leading automation technology, enabling brokers to capitalize on the benefits of the connected
business of insurance.”

About Applied Systems
Applied Systems is the leading global provider of cloud-based software that powers the business of insurance.
Recognised as a pioneer in insurance automation and the innovation leader, Applied is the world’s largest
provider of agency and brokerage management systems, serving customers throughout the United States,
Canada, the Republic of Ireland, and the United Kingdom. By automating the insurance lifecycle, Applied’s
people and products enables millions of people around the world to safeguard and protect what matters most.
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Contact Information
Courtney Rains
Applied Systems UK
+1 404-807-0846

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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